
WMF 1800 S 
Self-Service for coffee lovers

Features

coffee wakes up the world

Version with 2 grinders, 

twin topping, illumination. 

8 keys allocated.

Version with 1 grinder,

topping, illumination.

4 keys allocated

Version with 2 grinders,

twin choc, illumination.

8 keys allocated.

Version with 1 grinder,

twin choc, illumination. 

6 keys allocated.

Version with 1 grinder (left-hand one

is inactive) or 2 grinders, illumination.

8 keys allocated

Version with 1 grinder,

twin topping, illumination. 

8 keys allocated.

Version with 2 grinders,

choc, illumination. 

8 keys allocated.

Version with 2 grinders,

topping, illumination. 

8 keys allocated.

Version with 1 grinder,

choc, no illumination. 

4 keys allocated.

Versions

Examples of use

The WMF 1800 S user guide was developed specially for the require-

ments of self-service operation. The keys arranged in a line above the

coffee spout, a special cup stop and the design of the drip tray help the

customer to select the desired product and place the cup in position.

Attractive auxiliary units like milk coolers, cup racks and mug dispensers,

vending units like coin checkers, coin changers, banknote or card readers

and  mobile coffee stations are available for use with the machines.

These upgrade the WMF 1800 S to a fully equipped vending unit which

can even be mobile if required.Self-Service for coffee lovers

From the coffee break at the office or at conferences and meetings, in service areas,

self-service restaurants, public buildings, car showrooms or in coffee-to-go outlets.

Wherever staff, customers or visitors help themselves, the WMF 1800 S provides total

coffee pleasure.

It combines optimum ease of operation with top product quality and lots of product

variety – from Espresso and Café Crème to Cappuccino, Latte Macchiato and Caffè

Latte and even fine hot chocolate. And the obligatory jug of coffee for the conf-

erence room can be dispensed quickly and easily at the touch of a button by an 

authorised person.

Individuality is the key
Its proven modular design ensures the WMF 1800 S will fit in perfectly at the place of

use. The machine can be equipped with one or two grinders and with a chocolate, top-

ping, twin chocolate or twin topping hopper, as desired. Extra security for self-service

use: all hoppers have a lockable lid.



Delicious hot chocolate and chociatto
Almost any creation involving chocolate
and coffee can be produced with lots of
hot fresh milk

Great design
The attractive illumination, which is
freely selectable in all the colours, also
flashes to show if the coffee beans or
milk need to be topped up.

Manual insert
On machines with 2 product containers, it
is possible to use a second type of ground
coffee. Machines with 3 containers have
only one cleaning chamber.

Variable number of product buttons
Up to 8 buttons are available for allocation to
coffee specialities as desired. The number can
be reduced at any time and increased again
later, according to circumstances.

The clear labelling concept
allows the button labels to be individually
designed with product names, prices or
pictures and swapped around as required.

Our own service fleet
In Germany more than 270 engineers
ensure that you can always rely on your
WMF 1800 S.

Optional twin spout
The WMF 1800 S is also available
with a twin spout if required.

Hot water at the correct temperature
is dispensed by the WMF 1800 S, for tea
for example, simply at the touch of a
button.

Auxiliary units  and vending units
Cup racks, milk cooler or mug dispenser, com-
bined with vending units like a coin checker,
coin changer, banknote or card reader, 
complete the self-service operation facilities.

Large coffee grounds container
The easy-access, centrally located
coffee grounds container has a large
capacity.

Maintenance is so easy
You can do the basic maintenance
yourself. That means fewer visits by
the WMF service engineer.

Works with vending units
If a vending unit such as a coin checker is
connected, the display shows helpful mes-
sages like “Please insert correct coins”, etc.

Self-explanatory display
The display shows all the steps and useful
information and it is also used to alter
the machine settings.

The WMF 1800 S is intelligent
If you alter the quantity of ground coffee,
all the other settings will be adjusted auto-
matically. For consistently good coffee

Quality management
Various quality settings with predefined
brewing parameters are available to make
it easy to set up the products.

Plug+Clean
The patented, optionally available
Plug+clean milk cleaning system effort-
lessly cleans all parts in contact with milk.

Automatic cleaning
at the touch of a button. That saves
time and cuts operating costs.

Slim build
A WMF 1800 S is only a little bit wider
than the long side of an A4 page. So the-
re’s room for two, even on the smallest
counter.
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Easy to operate 
with its central line-up. One line of buttons,
a one-cup spout and a central cup stop
make it easy to select a product and place
the cup in position.

Well thought-out product containers
The containers can be closed before 
removal to make cleaning and 
refilling very much easier.

One spout does it all
All the coffee specialities, chocolate and
hot water come from a single spout, i.e.,
the cup is always in the same place.

Environmentally friendly with »Green
WMF«  Lower energy consumption, less
use of chemicals and almost total recyc-
ling are just a few features of the sustai-
nable WMF concept.
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Permanent descaling
A WMF water filter extends maintenance
intervals, enhances taste and prolongs the
service life of the machine.

Easily adjustable spout height
Containers up to 180 mm tall can be filled.
A jug of coffee can also be filled, for 
meetings for example, by inputting a PIN.

Rated power

Recommended daily output

Max. hourly output*

Total hot water capacity / hour

Coffee bean hopper, left and right

Coffee bean hopper, central

Choc or topping container (optional)

Twin choc or twin topping container (optional), each side

Power supply

External dimensions (width/height/depth)

Empty weight depending on features

Continuous sound pressure level (Lpa)**

2,9 kW

up to 180 cups

up to 180 cups

20 l

1000 g

550 g

approx. 1000 g

approx. 500 g

230 V

326 mm / 680 mm / 556 mm

approx. 33-43  kg

< 70 dB (A)

* Depending on cup sizes, quality settings and spout
** The A-rated sound pressure level Lpa (slow) and Lpa (pulsed) at the operator's workplace is below 70 dB (A) in 
every operating mode. A WMF water filter must be fitted if the water hardness is 5° carbonate hardness or greater.

Technical data subject to change. Errors and omissions anywhere in this leaflet reserved.

Technical Data WMF 1800 S


